AbstractÐThis paper studies the scheduling of tasks on a pool of identical workstations in a network where message passing is used for data transfer and communication between processors and where the precedence relations among tasks form a send-receive graph. Our parallel computation model differs from previous models by including all of the following practical considerations: 1) The sending and receiving of multiple messages from one processor to another is performed sequentially, 2) communication overhead is proportional to the message size, and 3) the starting and ending task must be performed on the same machine. These factors are crucial when performing parallel task execution using a pool of workstations whose communication primitives are provided by off-theshelf packages, such as PVM, and whose message sizes are nontrivial. Although our model is new, using reduction from other wellknown scheduling results shows that finding a scheduling with the optimal makespan is NP-hard. Our focus, therefore, is on developing and analyzing approximation algorithms for this problem. When the number of workstations in the network is abundant, a linear approximation algorithm is given with a proven performance bound of two times the optimal. When the number of available workstations is a fixed constant k that is greater than P, we show an ynlognEtime approximation algorithm which always performs better than Q kÀP k times the optimal. Simulation results show that, on the average, both of our approximation algorithms perform much better than the worst case analysis and both generate schedulings whose makespans are very close to optimal.
The nontrivial data movement consideration is necessary to accommodate the fact that many applications, such as image processing, process large-sized input data which is stored in a node's secondary storage and is needed by other nodes.
The growth of these networks and applications mandate more study into the efficient use of parallel computing power when solving such applications. More importantly, the model we use is general enough to be used for any algorithm which can be represented as a set of tasks which communicate with each other and whose execution and communication costs are known or can be estimated. An example where such an algorithm would be helpful is a network of computers using PVM parallel software [13] . Section 2.1 gives an example of using such a pool of workstations to perform parallel computation.
Previous parallel computation models for scheduling tasks have usually included a communication cost, representing the communication delay, associated with the sending of data between tasks which are located on different processors. Early work on this problem used graph theoretic techniques such as network flow and/or enumeration techniques [12] , [25] , [30] . Some later work concentrated on approximation algorithms [1] , [18] , [21] , [27] . Research then evolved to more restricted models which allowed an infinite number of processors in the system. Polynomial algorithms were found for the case where the precedence constraints form a tree under certain constraints [11] , [6] , [8] , [4] , [22] . Another research avenue focuses on the practical side of aiding the generation of execution code on available dedicated parallel machines [17] , [34] , [35] . A good review of models and algorithms developed for this problem can be found in [3] , [11] , [5] , [16] , [20] , [26] . Much of this work is very theoretical in nature, i.e., the models are too simplistic for practical application to real machines. More recently, Valiant's BSP Model [32] , [33] provided a general framework with which to study more practical algorithms in an asynchronous distributed memory parallel architecture. The LogP model [9] and the QRQW model [15] attempted to further bridge the theoretical and practical models.
The major differences between our model and previous models are as follows: First, the time used in sending and receiving a message of nontrivial size should be proportional to the size of the message instead of being treated as insignificant. This factor is especially important when performing applications with large input size, such as image processing, on a network of workstations, especially where the entire input is larger than the main memory of a single node. Traditional models handle such data with either specially built parallel machines or coarse grain computations [26] . As a result, only communication delay, and not message size, between two nodes is considered. Second, our model sequentializes the sending and receiving of data in a node for the obvious reason of nontrivial data movements between different nodes. Finally, we require in our scheduling that the starting task and the ending task should be allocated on the same node because we assume the normal parallel computation paradigm used in a network of workstations, i.e., a job is initiated at a node and uses the help of idle machines in the network to execute some of the tasks. In such a paradigm, the initial node needs to obtain the final output, whose aggregate size may be nontrivial and receiving time for this data must be built into the model. Previous results for this model [19] prove that even finding an optimal algorithm for the simple one-level tree graph is NP-hard. This paper gives algorithms and bounds for a one-level send-receive task graph, which is a directed graph with one source, one sink, and with every other vertex having an incoming edge from the source and an outgoing edge to the sink. A one-level send-receive task graph is frequently encountered when a job can be partitioned into disjoint unions of parallel tasks. Once the job and its input data are loaded onto one processor (workstation), parallel tasks (with their input data) are sent out to free processors (workstations) in the network and then the results of executing these tasks are collected by the original processor (workstation). Therefore, one-level send-receive graphs are often encountered in applications where one processor distributes tasks to helper processors and then receives back the results and computes and/or outputs the final solution. Examples of this type of application include matrix multiplication [28] and imaging, signal, or pattern matching algorithms using hierarchical tree data structures (e.g., quad-trees) [10] , [23] , [31] .
We look at the complexity of the send-receive precedence task graph scheduling problem and at approximation algorithms for solving it. Scheduling a send-receive precedence task graph is considered both for the case when the number of available processors is unlimited and for when the number of available processors is fixed. Using reductions from well-known instances [6] , [19] , it is not surprising to discover that the problem of finding an optimal scheduling with a minimum makespan for the above cases is NP-hard. Therefore, approximation algorithms are developed and analyzed. Our algorithmic results are summarized in Table 1 .
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 shows an example and the network model that we are using and the fundamental properties of send-receive task graphs. Section 3 gives NP-completeness results. Section 4 presents approximation algorithms for both the cases of having abundant processors and having a limited number of processors. Section 5 shows simulation results. Section 6 gives some concluding remarks.
PRELIMINARIES

An Example
The tremendous increase in the usage of Pentium-type workstations in industry and government necessitates the development of better and faster algorithms for using a network of such machines in solving large practical problems. An example of such a problem is data compression. When working with large amounts of data, such as stored images, it is often desirable to be able to process this data and/or to send it to others over a computer network. If this task can be accomplished using a subset of the original data from which a reasonable copy of the original can be extracted, the cost and time of transporting and/or analyzing the data can be reduced.
It makes sense to use a networked group of workstations to perform such a job in parallel. Let us look at one simple example: image compression. Algorithms exist [24] , [29] which divide an image into tasks which must be processed separately and then the results combined for the final compressed image. Our parallel scheduling model can enhance such algorithms by distributing tasks efficiently among a set of networked workstations in order to complete the data compression in a more timely manner (see Fig. 1 ). The tasks t I XXt Q are distributed by a main processor ( H ) to helper processors who execute the tasks assigned and then return their data to the original processor, H , which completes the final compressed image.
We note that even this small problem has obvious processing bottlenecks in the sending of data to the helper processors and in the receiving of the processed data by the main processor. We also note that if the processors are at a distance from each other, even if over high speed communication lines, there will be some latency incurred before the first bit of information arrives at its destination. Also, a large amount of data will take longer to complete its arrival than a smaller amount. It is the addition of this set of parameters and issues into the scheduling model which makes our model a practical, more usable scheduling tool.
System latency (v) can be measured in advance and communication times ( iYj ) can be estimated according to the size of the data being sent. By processing all sending and all receiving of data sequentially, we can incorporate all extra time caused by the send/receive bottlenecks into our scheduling algorithm. We will return later to this example with actual costs displayed to illustrate our algorithms. First, we give an explanation of the model used for such scheduling.
The following sections explain how our scheduling algorithms work and prove performance bounds for both n processors and a fixed number k of available processors.
The Network Model
Let t ft H Y t I Y F F F Y t nI g be a set of tasks whose precedence constraints form a directed acyclic graph gt. In a precedence graph for a set of tasks, the weight on a directed edge u 3 v which points from u to v represents the communication time needed for u to send data to v if u and v are located on different processors. The weight on each node represents its execution time. In this model, we consider the case when all processors in the system are identical. Thus, the execution time of a task is the same, independent of which processor the task is placed on.
We schedule t on uniform processors H Y I Y F F F Y r with a system I/O latency, v. Note that r n. In this model, task t i takes e i time to finish its computation and, after its completion, transmits data to the processor on which task t j is allocated if there is a precedence relation from t i to t j . Task t j cannot start executing unless it has received all data from t i . We assume that the communication time is zero between two tasks allocated to the same processor. If t i and t j are allocated on different processors, then the sending time for t i is iYj and the receiving time for t j is also iYj . All data streams are transmitted in a pipelined fashion, i.e., after t i starts sending, all data arrive at t j in iYj v units of time. If a task needs to send or receive two data elements at the same time, the two I/O operations must take place in sequence. An example of a timing diagram for executing tasks in this model is shown in Fig. 2 .
A scheduling , for t, is an assignment of tasks to processors. A legal realization for is the assignment of starting times for all tasks allocated to each processor such that it satisfies the precedence constraints and the I/O latency requirement. The makespan of a processor i for a realization is the time at which the processor i finishes all tasks allocated to it. The makespan of a legal realization is the largest makespan among all processors. A legal realization with the smallest makespan is a best realization. The makespan of a scheduling is the makespan of its best realization and is denoted as w. An optimal scheduling t is a scheduling with the smallest possible makespan. For convenience, we assume that t H is allocated to H . For the rest of this paper, let t ft H Y t I Y F F F Y t n Y t nI g be a set of n P tasks whose gt forms a send-receive graph with source t H and sink t nI . Let e i , H i n I, be the execution time of task t i and let HYi and iYnI , I i n, be the sending cost of t H 3 t i and t i 3 t nI , respectively. We say that HYi iYnI is the total communication time for the task t i . An intermediate task t i is light if e i HYi iYnI . An intermediate task that is not light is heavy. An example is illustrated in Fig. 3 . We also use the following notation throughout the paper:
Send-Receive Task Graphs
. We want to find a scheduling of the above tasks with the constraint that t H and t nI must be allocated on the same processor.
Properties
We assume that we have a pool of identical processors with the notion that i denotes the ith processor and v is the interprocessor communication latency. Without loss of generality, we assume that t H and t nI are both scheduled on H . Given an assignment of tasks to processors, we first state a lemma characterizing one of its best realizations. Lemma 2.1. A best realization for a scheduling of tasks t whose gt is a send-receive graph with source t H and sink t nI on an unlimited number of processors can be characterized as follows: Task t i is allocated to processor i and t j is allocated to j . During time from x to x e i , t i is executed on i . The sending time from t i to t j is iYj . v, the system latency, is the units of time from when i starts to send data until j starts to receive the data from i , and the receiving time is iYj . Fig. 3 We remark that the order of sending out data for tasks not allocated on H is not specified in Lemma 2.1. It may have to check all possible orders to find one with the best realization.
An example of a realization for a scheduling on a set of tasks t whose gt is a send-receive graph is shown in Fig. 4 . In a directed graph, an edge u 3 v i points from the vertex u to the vertex v i . The next lemma shows that a task t i whose difference (i.e., the execution time minus its total communication time e i À HYi iYnI )) is nonpositive can be allocated to a processor with its parent to have an optimal scheduling. Lemma 2.2. Let be a scheduling for a set of tasks whose gt is a send-receive graph. By reallocating all tasks with nonpositive differences to H , the resulting scheduling has a makespan equal to or better than that of .
Proof. Let t w be a task with a nonpositive difference d w which is allocated to a processor other than H in an optimal scheduling. By reallocating t w to H , the makespan for H is increased by d w . Since d w H, the makespan on H does not increase. On the other hand, the makespan for i , i b H, is also not increased. Thus, the new scheduling is also optimal. We can continue this process until all tasks with nonpositive differences satisfy the property specified in the lemma. t u
Let yt be the makespan of an optimal scheduling for t on an unlimited number of identical processors. We first give a lemma to bound from below the value of yt.
Lemma 2.3.
1. An optimal scheduling for t is to schedule all tasks on H if and only if, for all tasks t i , n jI e j iYnI PÁv e i HYi .
If scheduling all tasks on H is not an optimal
scheduling, then yt b e H e nI PÁv.
HH nI e nI . 4. yt ! e i , H i n I.
Proof.
1. The ªonly ifº part of the proof is trivial since putting a task on another processor in this case only increases the makespan. We now prove the ªifº part. Let be an optimal scheduling with all tasks allocated to H . Thus, the makespan of is e H n iI e i . Assume that there is a scheduling H with at least one task t w with I w n and e w b Given a set of tasks whose precedence constraints form a send-receive graph, the send-receive task allocation problem is the problem of finding a scheduling whose makespan is the minimum. Given a constant q, the decision version of the send-receive task allocation problem is the problem of finding a scheduling whose best realization is less than q. In this section, we show, by an easy reduction (also easy to prove by reducing from Chre Âtienne et al.'s [5] proof of the send-receive graph using a different model), that the decision version of the send-receive task allocation problem on an unlimited number of processors is NP-complete. We then prove a more difficult assertion. When the number of available processors is a fixed constant greater than 2, the decision version of the send-receive task allocation problem remains NP-complete even when the execution times of tasks are equal.
Lemma 3.1. The decision version of the send-receive task allocation problem on an unlimited number of identical processors is NP-complete.
Proof. Let t be a set of tasks whose gt is a send-receive graph. Assume that iYnI H and e nI H for tasks in t. Hence, the gt can be expressed as a directed out-tree. From [19] , we know that scheduling a one-level directed out-tree is NP-complete. Hence, this lemma holds. t u
Given a finite set p with jp j m, a positive integer weight wf for each element f P p and positive integers s and n , the decision version of the bin packing problem asks whether p can be partitioned into n subsets p I Y F F F Y p n such that fPp i wf s , for all i. We say that s is the bin size and n is the number of bins. The bin packing problem is NP-complete [14] .
We will show that the decision version of the bin packing problem can be reduced, in polynomial time, to the following special instance of the decision version of the send-receive task allocation problem: Let t Ã be a set of 
If, in Ã , one processor in i , I i`k, is scheduled with more than m I tasks, then, without loss of generality, assume this processor is I . The makespan of I for Ã , which is at least e H v m PÁe, is larger than the makespan of i , for all i, in . Thus, the lemma holds.
t u
Using the above lemmas, we can prove the NP-hardness of our scheduling problem even for equal task execution times. We note that other models and/or graph structures have polynomial algorithms for the equal task case. Under a more theoretical model used in [6] , for example, it is found that a precedence graph with equal task execution times which forms a tree can be scheduled in polynomial time. In [19] , which uses the same model as this paper, equal tasks can be scheduled polynomially for a one-level tree. Other polynomial algorithms for scheduling similar structures can be found in [7] , [5] , [35] . Theorem 3.3 shows, however, that the send-receive graph with the addition of the parameters in our model is more difficult to schedule. Proof. We will show that the bin packing problem is a special case of the decision version of the send-receive task allocation problem. Given any instance of the bin packing problem on a set of m elements p ff I Y f P Y F F F Y f m g, let the weight of f i be wf i , I i m, and the number of bins be n k À I. Since k b P, n b I. We may assume that wf i wf iI , I i`m. We construct the instance of the scheduling problem described in Lemma 3. In a best realization for , (implied by Lemma 2.1), the sending of data from H for tasks not allocated on H with zero communication time should be executed first. Assume that p i , I i`k, is the set of task indexes that are allocated on i . Thus, the makespan of i is e H v jPp i HYj m IÁe. Hence, a makespan of less than e H v s m IÁe implies a solution to the bin packing problem with the bin size s and vice versa. This proves our theorem. t u
SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we give approximation algorithms for the send-receive task allocation problem. The approximation ratio of our algorithm is 2 for finding a scheduling on an unlimited number of processors and is Q kÀP k for the algorithm on a fixed number of k, k b I, processors.
Using an Unlimited Number of Processors
We show an approximation algorithm in Fig. 5 for scheduling send-receive task graphs on a network with an unlimited number of processors and then prove the makespan of the resulting scheduling is less than two times the optimal makespan. Task execution times can be of any value.
Theorem 4.1.
1. Algorithm SR runs in yn time.
2. The makespan of the scheduling produced by Algorithm SR is at most twice the optimal makespan. Proof. Part 1 is trivial. We now prove part 2. If the condition in
Step 1 succeeds, then we find an optimal scheduling. Hence, the lemma holds. Assume that the condition in
Step 1 fails. Let w Ã be the optimal makespan and let w be the makespan of the scheduling returned by Algorithm SR. Since we reached Step 2, we know that either w w Ã or w Ã ! e H HYi PÁv e i iYnI e nI for all I i n. Then, the makespan w on H , which is based on computations done on i , i b H and e i b HYi iYnI , is less than or equal to
H PÁv e i g Proof. Consider the following worst case example: t ft H Y t I Y F F F Y t nI g is the set of tasks to be allocated to an unlimited number of processors, where n PÁm. Let e H e nI H and let be a positive number that is less than I. Let HYi I À , iYnI H, and e i I , for all I i n. Let v mÁI aP À . Hence, the checking of the condition in Step 1 of Algorithm SR fails. The optimal scheduling is for H to execute t H Y F F F Y t m Y t nI and for mi , I i m, to execute t mi since placing any task back on H increases the makespan of H by PÁ and taking any task from H to place on another processor increases the makespan of H by I À . Hence, the optimal makespan is mÁI À mÁI PÁm. The makespan of the scheduling returned by Algorithm SR is to not place all intermediate tasks on H with the makespan PÁm À IÁI À PÁv I QÁm À mÁ, which has an asymptotic limit of IXS. t u Fig. 6 gives a simple example of a send-receive graph. We will use this example to explain how Algorithm SR works. Assume the latency, v, is 2 units of time. The communication time iYj and the estimated execution time e i is given for each task. Task t H has no communication since it prepares the data for distribution. Likewise, task t n is used by the main processor H to process the final result and has no communication in our algorithm. All other communication between tasks t i and t j is represented on the edges of the graph between nodes (tasks) t i and t j . We note that, practically speaking, the communication to and from the intermediate tasks can often be very different. For instance, a large amount of data could be sent to a task to be processed with the result being very small and vice versa. Using Algorithm SR, we reach an optimal schedule as follows:
An Example Using an Unlimited Number of Processors
Step 1: Putting all tasks on processor H gives a makespan of 18 calculated by summing all execution costs e i of tasks. There is no intertask communication if the tasks are all on the same processor.
Step 2: By removing each task independently from H , we find that the best makespan is 16 since when removing t I , the finish time on H is calculated as mx i fe H HYI e P e Q IYR e R Y e H v HYI e I v IYR e R g mxfITY ITg ITX
Step 3: Since t I is a heavy task, i.e., e I b HYI IYR , we schedule t I on a separate processor and again reach a makespan of 16.
Step 4: Our best makespan is 16, found in both Steps 2 and 3 above.
Note that this simple linear algorithm finds an optimal solution for one, two, or three tasks. It is difficult to compare Algorithm SR with other algorithms in the literature since they are written for a different model which does not contain as many parameters or the constraint that the computation must begin and end on the same processor. Yang and Gerasoulis [34] , [35] have studied algorithms for scheduling DAGs on unlimited processors with special attention given to large fork/join graphs. Since the sendreceive graph is one large fork followed by one large join, it is possible to use their algorithm if the first and last task happen to be placed in the same cluster.
For instance, in our example above, the DSC algorithm by Yang and Gerasoulis [35] would immediately place t H and t Q together in a cluster (i.e., on the same processor) in order to reduce the parallel time along the critical path in the graph. Algorithm DSC would then place tasks t I and t P in unit clusters since adding either of them to the given cluster would increase the parallel time of the graph. Now, executing the join part of Algorithm DSC, t R would be added to the cluster with t H and t Q (reducing parallel time to a minimum), but no other tasks would be added since doing so would increase the parallel time of the algorithm. The makespan of the DSC algorithm would then be 18 using our model (see Fig. 7) , which is the same as placing all the tasks on H . For the model used by the DSC algorithm, however, the algorithm performs much better for the above graph since their model does not deal with sequential send/ receive, latency, or master/slave configurations. Using Algorithm SR to program the main processor for scheduling the tasks gives us a total time of 16 (see Fig. 8 ), a considerable time savings.
Using a Fixed Number of Processors
This section gives an approximation algorithm to find a scheduling for a fixed number k of processors. The makespan of the scheduling generated by our algorithm is within Q kÀP k times the optimal makespan. The following lemma is crucial in developing our approximation algorithm. It can be applied to one-level precedence tree graphs, as well as to send-receive graphs, for partitioning a set of tasks to be scheduled on a fixed number of processors. Given a set e of n items with a binary flag for each element, a biased k-partition is a disjoint partition of e into k sets such that all items with the flag value 0 are in one set. The following lemma shows that the ratios of elements placed in each bin compared to an optimal placement is bounded. Lemma 4.3. Let e f I Y F F F Y n g be a set of n items with a weight w i and a binary flag f i for each item i . Let w i ! w iI , I i`n, and let n iI w i . Let Ã be the sum of weights for elements with the flag value 1. Let k be a given integer that is at most n and let mxfw I Y Ã k g. We can find a biased k-partition f I Y F F F Y f k for e such that:
1. f I contains all elements with the flag value 0 and ((
2. For all P j k, iPfj w i a P À Pak. Proof. Our algorithm uses the so-called best fit descending order heuristic and runs as shown in Fig. 9 . Let w be the largest sum of weights in a subset produced by Algorithm PAR and f t is a subset with the sum of weights w. Note that Ã k and w ! w I . We have the following three cases:
Case 1: f t contains one item. Hence, wa I.
Case 2: f t contains more than one item and, for all P i k, f i contains at most one item. Thus, t I and w w I . Since ! w I , wa P.
Case 3: f t contains more than one item and there exists some i, P i k, such that f i contains at least two items. Note that, during Step 5, Algorithm PAR never places two items in some f i , P i k, before having placed at least one item in each f j , I j k. We let Ã iYj , j T I, be the sum of the weights in subset f j right after Step 5 of Algorithm PAR has placed I Y F F F Y i and before it places iI . The value Ã iYI is the sum of weights in subset f I minus Ã k right after Step 5 of Algorithm PAR has placed I Y F F F Y i and before it places iI . We are interested only in those allocations which increase w. In a worst case scenario, this means placing the largest item possible in the minimum-weight subset and producing a new w. Assume that Algorithm PAR places item i into subset f r i and w i mx k jI Ã iYj . Let x be the smallest integer such that 1)
Ã xÀIYj b H for all j, 2) placing x creates the first subset with more than one item with flag value 1, 3)
Ã xYrx w x . By our assumption, such an x exists and x b k.
Before proving our main result, we need the following claim: Proof. We will prove this claim by induction on the value of z. From the way Algorithm PAR works (on the worst case assumed above), we must place an item with the weight w x , changing the subset f r x from one with the smallest sum of weights to one with the largest sum of weights. Thus, j Ã xYr x À Ã xYy j w x w kI if y T r x . Hence, our claim is true for z x. Assume that our claim is true for z y and y is some integer at least x. Then, Ã yYryI min k iI Ã yYi . If Ã yIYryI`wyI , then the claim is obviously true from the induction hypothesis. Assume the case when Ã yIYr yI w yI . Since Fig. 7 . The scheduling found by the DSC algorithm using the task graph in Fig. 6 . 
Using a similar approach, we can prove that Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.3 is valid for any value of r I that is at most À Ã ak. t u
In running Algorithm PAR, we can use a priority queue to retrieve a subset with the minimum sum of weights and maintain the priority queue in ylog n time [2] . Thus, the running time of Algorithm PAR, including sorting items according to their weights, is ynÁ log n. We now use Algorithm PAR to find a scheduling for a send-receive task graph using k processors. is less than Q kÀP k Áyt. Hence, this theorem holds. t u
An Example Using a Fixed Number of Processors
It is not always the case that we have an unlimited supply of processors on which to execute an algorithm. Algorithm KSR efficiently handles the case when we have more tasks than processors. Given the send-receive graph in Fig. 11 , we will follow the KSR Algorithm step-by-step to illustrate its usage. Assume k = 3 processors are available and that latency v is equal to two time units.
Step 1: Note that tasks t P , t Q , t R , and t S have e i b HYi iYT , but IYn e i PU b mx i f HYi R e i iYT g IW and therefore we do not schedule all tasks on H .
Step 2: Using e P U, e Q Q, e R V, and e S T for our weights, we partition tasks t P , t Q , t R , and t S by u s i n g A l g o r i t h m P A R . N o t e t h a t Ã PP. r I ÀmxfPÁvY Ã Q g ÀmxfRY UXQQg ÀUXQQ. After placing all tasks with flag value zero in f I , r I ÀUXQQ Q S HXTU.
We place t R in f P , giving us r P V. We place t P in f Q , giving us r Q U. We now place t S in f I and t Q in f I since f I has the lowest r-value both times. Now, we can complete the allocation to processors by placing all tasks in f I on H , tasks in f P on I , and tasks in f Q on P .
Step 3: We return the schedule with a makespan of 25, as shown in Fig. 12 .
In order to check Algorithm KSR in a more real-life situation, we used the data compression algorithm found in [24] on a network of Pentium workstations. We chose a large image and did many iterations of the algorithm in order to provide a test of both execution times and the communication times needed to send the image to the processors and receive the compressed result. Using the parallel language PVM, we compared the time it took to compress an image in parallel using PVMs built in round robin assignment of tasks to Algorithm KSR's time for assignment of tasks to two processors. We randomly divided the image into 4,096 squares and the squares into 16 tasks which were then allocated to processors which processed the image. After 77 runs, on average, the makespan using PVM's round robin assignment took 351.7 seconds as compared to Algorithm KSR's makespan of 238.4 seconds.
As the next section's simulation results show, Algorithm KSR has performance ratios which are very close to optimal.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation of algorithm KSR was performed by randomly producing 1,000 task sets with parameters selected from specified ranges. The results are shown in Figs. 13, 14 , and 15.
These task sets were run through a brute force algorithm which determined the makespan of the optimal schedule. Then, the same task sets were run using Algorithm KSR. The recorded performance value for each set was the average ratio of KSR's makespan to the optimal makespan over all IY HHH sets. In the graphs, we show that the performance curves follow the same pattern when we vary important parameters such as the number of tasks, size of latency, and size of communication time.
As shown in the graphs, latency ranges varied from HXHI to HXHS, HXHI to HXS, and HXHI to IXH. Execution times varied between HXHI and IXH at all times. Low communication times varied between HXHI and HXS for both HYi and iYnI . High communication times varied between HXHI and HXS for HYi and between HXHI and IXH for iYnI . Therefore, a parameter could be as much as 100 times the size of another. We also varied one parameter against another to try to represent as many different cases as possible. Note that it is the relative size of one parameter to another, not the actual sizes used, that allow for a large variety of parameter sizes.
The last data point of each performance curve does not represent a full 1,000 sets because of the computation time taken by the brute force algorithm. This is also the reason that some of the curves do not have points for the last set of tasksÐit just took too long to find an optimal schedule. Performance still indicates the same curve, however. All the performance graphs show that our algorithm performs very well in simulation even when the values for latency and communication delay vary. When the simulated network consists of four processors, the average makespan is no more than 2 percent above the optimal value. When the simulated network consists of seven processors, the average makespan is no more than 6 percent above the optimal value.
The algorithm performance graphs each start at a performance ratio of 1, using either two or three tasks. These schedules consist of only the sending and receiving tasks plus possibly one more task. Tasks t H and t nI are always placed on processor zero and Algorithm KSR also forces the third task to be placed on H , giving an optimal schedule. As the number of tasks increases, the graphs peak, then drop toward optimal again. We conjecture that this behavior might be because Algorithm KSR schedules some tasks on the wrong processors and the cost of a misscheduled task is magnified given only a few total tasks, but later offset by the correctly scheduled tasks as the number of tasks increases.
Even when omitting the schedules using two or three tasks which are always allocated optimally by Algorithm KSR, the optimal makespan was found in VRXW percent of all the other KSR schedules generated. This percentage increases as the number of tasks increases. For instance, in Fig. 13 , the percentage of KSR solutions which were optimal using 16 tasks is WW percent, WTXS percent, and The scheduling returned by Algorithm KSR using three processors on the task graph in Fig. 11 . WUXQ percent for v varying from HXHI to HXHS, HXS, and IXH, respectively.
Increases in latency, as the graphs show, tend to make the algorithm's performance worse since latency magnifies the effect of misscheduling a task. Increased latency also has the effect of causing the peaks of the performance curves to occur with a higher number of tasks. For a possible explanation, consider the situation where task numbers are low. With a high latency, Algorithm KSR's makespan will be higher than with a low latency, but the optimal makespan will also be higher. Thus, the performance ratio will actually be lower than with a low latency since this increased overhead in the ratio will outweigh KSR's approximation error. As the number of tasks increases, the approximation error increases beyond the overhead incurred by a high latency and the graph rises and peaks. After the peak, the cost of a misscheduled task is offset by the correctly scheduled tasks, so the graph goes down, albeit slower than with a low-latency graph, again because of the overhead. Similarity between the curve shapes leads us to conclude that, for a large number of tasks, changes in latency have little effect on the algorithm's performance.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied the task-graph scheduling problem targeting the popular parallel computation paradigm of a pool of workstations in a network. We assume that the network was not built especially for parallel scientific computation and that its interprocessor communication is achieved by using off-the-shelf packages, e.g., PVM. Full usage of idle machine cycles in such an environment has became increasingly important as hardware technology used in CPU and communication linkage designs advances. Our algorithms take advantage of such idle cycles by scheduling all processors as full as possible to reduce makespans.
It is often the case that a job initiated from a workstation can be split into tasks which are sent to idle workstations on the network. Results are then sent back to the starting machine and merged to form the final solution. Our model differs from previous models by taking into consideration the nontrivial data movements between tasks. Hence, in this model, the communication time is proportional to the size of the transferred data. We also require multiple messages arriving and/or leaving a workstation to take place in sequence. We charge a fixed network latency in the model. We require that the first and last tasks be located on the main processor. Thus, our model is more realistic and accurate than previous models, especially when the job needs intensive computation time and large data storage.
The complexity of finding an optimal schedule for our model was studied. We show by reducing from well-known instances that finding such a schedule is NP-hard when the number of workstations is unlimited. It remains an NP-hard problem even when the number of workstations is a fixed constant greater than P and when the computation time for the intermediate tasks are equal.
We have shown approximation algorithms for finding an efficient scheduling when the number of available workstations is abundant and when the number of available workstations is a fixed constant, regardless of the input size. For the former, we give a linear-time approximation algorithm which returns a scheduling whose makespan is within twice the optimal makespan. When the number of available workstations is a fixed constant k that is greater than P, we show an ynlogn approximation algorithm which returns a scheduling whose makespan is within Q kÀP k time of the optimal makespan. Our simulation results show that the worst cases in our algorithms rarely happen. Furthermore, on the average, all the approximation algorithms perform much better than our worst case analysis and generate schedulings whose makespans are within IXI times the optimal makespan when the number of tasks in the system is small enough for the finding of an optimal makespan in reasonable time. We also compared our scheduling algorithm to PVM's round robin task scheduling algorithm with a real problem, data compression.
By doing the above, we have achieved a balance of theory and practice in carrying out our research. We first developed approximation algorithms for our problem to establish worst-case lower bounds. Our algorithms are based on heuristics, yet we show that their performance ratios can be mathematically analyzed. By actually coding and intensively testing our algorithms, we showed that they also performed very well in practice.
The algorithms presented may be used to solve large problems which can be broken down into subproblems and processed in parallel. Future avenues for researches include the following:
1. Further refinements and better analyses of our algorithms to achieve a better theoretical worst-case performance bound. 
